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The Planning Inspectorate

COMMENTS ON CASE (Online Version)
Please note that comments about this case need to be made within the timetable. This can be found in the notification letter sent by the

local planning authority or the start date letter. Comments submitted after the deadline may be considered invalid and returned to
sender.

Appeal Reference: APP/X2410/W/21/3287864

DETAILS OF THE CASE

Appeal Reference APP/X2410/W/21/3287864

Appeal By
DAVID WILSON HOMES EAST MIDLANDS AND ANTHONY RAYMOND
SHUTTLEWOOD

Site Address Land off Cossington Road
Sileby
Leicestershire
LE12 7SL
Grid Ref Easting: 460578
Grid Ref Northing: 314221

SENDER DETAILS

Name MR HARRY LONGMAN

Address 70 Main St
Cossington
Leicester
Leicester
Leics
LE7 4UW

ABOUT YOUR COMMENTS

In what capacity do you wish to make representations on this case?

Appellant

Agent

Interested Party / Person

Land Owner

Rule 6 (6)

What kind of representation are you making?

Final Comments

Proof of Evidence

Statement
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Statement of Common Ground

Interested Party/Person Correspondence

Other

YOUR COMMENTS ON THE CASE

I object to the permission sought by David Wilson Homes to build 170 houses on the land East of
Cossington Road Sileby. This, together with the new build permission already granted for 130 houses
in Cossington between the railway and Humble Lane would eliminate forever the green space between
Cossington and Sileby, creating a ribbon development without the natural space we need to thrive.
Already Cossington Road Sileby is choked with traffic making it difficult for cars and buses to pass, and
now even cyclists need to take to the pavement frequently to have enough space. I know, I am one,
and have cycled up and down that road most days in the last 23 years. In that time the traffic through
Cossington and Sileby has multiplied but no amenities or means of increasing flow have been added -
rather, pressure has increased on all our resources.
We know that people want somewhere to live, quite rightly, but we must preserve and treasure our
green space, especially between centres, as these are the least sustainable form of development. Just
too far to walk to shops and schools, they promote car use which continues to multiply the problem as
current pedestrians and cyclists, often children, feel it's too busy and dangerous and take or are taken
in cars.
The climate crisis engulfing our world is the result of millions of decisions on how to live, and housing
development is one of it's greatest drivers, the effects lasting not just decades but centuries.
New builds where necessary need to be focussed near existing centres, imaginatively developing
brownfield sites, building communities around people not cars. The people in the cars are suffering the
effects too!. In this particular place, transport will be especially badly affected, the school is too small
and Sileby shops just too far to walk. Please don't let this development happen for the sake of those
already living here, for those who would come in to a poorer environment, and for our planet.
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